
Another Exclusive Product of

Kansas City - Phoenix  800-451-0726

* Attacks ice & snow quickly
* Anti-caking
* Non-tracking
* Biodegradable
* Has a long shelf life

* Melts effectively at sub-zero temperatures
* Does not contain potassium chloride or urea

* Ramps/Docks * Bridges
* Walkways * Stairs
* Driveways * Parking Areas
* Emergency Areas * Entrance Ways
* Sidewalks * Porches

* Prevents re-freezing
* Safer on carpets/floors
* Poses the least threat to concrete and metal
* Safer on grass and vegetation
* Fortified with corrosion inhibitors

* Schools * Day Care Centers
* Churches * Restaurants 
* Hospitals * Service Centers 
* Health Care Facilities * Bowling Centers 
* Shopping Malls * Industrial Plants 
* Recreation Facilities * Apartment Complexes      
* Warehouses * Office Buildings 

Appearance.............Light purple with       
                              white pellets
Solubility in water.....................100%

Flash point.......................................None
Odor...........................................Odorless

Sprinkle on snow or ice using 3 to 6 
o u n c e s  p e r  s q u a r e  y a r d .  
Application at beginning of storm, 
makes removal much easier. 
NOTE:  Flaking or spalling may 
occur by using any ice melting 
agent on poor quality concrete.  Ice 
melting agents should not be used   

on concrete less than 1 year old, 
chipped or cracked concrete, exposed 
aggregate, pre-cast concrete steps, and 
masonry steps or walks.  Should you 
choose to apply this product on the 
above described surfaces, you do so at 
your own risk.

The blend of Rapid Melt with TR-18 offers the benefit of both fast action and longer lasting melting power.  TR-18 is a 
chemically formulated agent that has multiple stages of melting power resulting in a long-lasting residual that melts more snow 
& ice than any other ice melt - even at sub-zero temperatures.  By lowering the freezing point, Rapid Melt penetrates ice quickly 
leaving better traction instead of a slick residue on the surface like other snow and ice melting products.  Furthermore, Rapid 
Melt contains an anti-caking agent that prevents it from hardening in storage.  In addition, Rapid Melt's highly visible, purple 
coloring provides for better distribution and uniform coverage.  Best of all, Rapid Melt's particle sizes have been carefully 
chosen allowing it to fit in hand held fertilizer spreaders.  Lastly, Rapid Melt will not track or stain carpets or floors.
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